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WE DELIVER SERVICES FROM A-Z

It is our vision
to become the most
inspiring consultant in
the North, delivering
co-creational
architecture...
with a twist.

OUR HISTORY
The company Mangor & Nagel was founded in 1948 by the
Architects MAA Poul Mangor and Børge Nagel in the town of
Frederikssund.
70 years later we have grown to 90 dedica-

the school into a modern public school with

ted and ambitious employees, who each day

gymnasium, lecture hall and teachers’ room.

help drive forward good projects in inspired

By the middle of the 1970s the firm had

co-creation with clients.

grown to a size which necessitated establishing a new department in Roskilde. Around

From 1948 to today

the turn of the century another department

Mangor & Nagel quickly secured exciting

was added, this time in Copenhagen.

commissions. Among the first commissions
were functionally designed state-loan hous-

In 2008 PLAN+LANDSKAB was opened

es and multi-storey apartment blocks com-

- Mangor & Nagel’s very own landscape

missioned by private developers. The hou-

architecture

ses were built to a high standard compared

dicated employees, the department exhibits

to other contemporary buildings and most

an impressive portfolio of exciting landscape

of them remain today in their original layout

architecture projects.

department.

With

9

de-

and condition without any significant changes.

Today Mangor & Nagel has completed over
2000 building projects all over Denmark in all

School buildings also quickly became a key

sectors - private and social housing, schools,

focus point, and in 1950 the firm secured

commercial buildings, science and health

the commission to extend the school in

buildings, and landscape architecture pro-

Lillerød (1950). Mangor & Nagel transformed

jects.
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WHO ARE WE ?
We solve assignments within building, planning and
landscape design - and we insist on doing it properly!
We deliver services within client consultan-

We deliver high-quality well thought-through

cy, concept and ideas development, building

solutions, catering for both the needs of the

design, construction management and land-

builders and the users.

scape design.
Since 1948 we have built houses of such high
Our greatest strength is our ability to work to-

quality that they are still outstanding today -

gether with the client, to listen and to under-

and we continue to do so.

stand the needs of all stakeholders.

BOARD
Kent Hedegaard
Torben Nagel
Karsten Nagel
Jacob Hastedt

CEO
Bente Andersen

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
CEO • Bente Andersen
Art Director • Torben Nagel
Technical Director • Jakob Andersen
CFO • Søren Hyllekvist

ACQUISITION AND OFFERS

ADMINISTRATION

Market manager
Søren Stoustrup

CFO
Søren Hyllekvist

PLAN+LANDSKAB

FREDERIKSSUND

COPENHAGEN

ROSKILDE

AARHUS

Head of Department
Jacques Duelund

Head of Department
Max Møller

Head of Department
Bente Andersen

Head of Department
Jakob Andersen

Head of Department
Jakob Andersen

Mortensen

Mangor & Nagel
Villa Rotonda, Venedig, 2018
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In 2019
Amaryllis Hus won
the Copenhagen
Municipality’s public
award and the jury’s
award for beautiful
architecture.

HOUSING
Creating a home for
others requires empathy
and an ability to unite
form and function
with a high level of
aesthetics.

Amaryllis Hus, Grønttorvet Valby
Design by Mangor & Nagel with tegnestuen LOKAL

HOUSING / APARTMENTS

KRONLØBSHUSET
NORDHAVN
A traditional building with unique details

Kronløbshuset (The House at “Kronløbet”)

Flexible and classical

sits near the quay in the heart of the Århus-

The main living quarters face the street while

gade neighborhood in Nordhavn (The North

the bedrooms face the courtyard, as is tra-

Harbour). The building is a traditional court-

ditional in the courtyard buildings of Copen-

yard building, which has been divided into

hagen. The flexibility of the plan is ensured

smaller volumes. The courtyard structure

through the centrally placed core, consisting

merges with the traditional Copenhagen tex-

of stairs, shafts, bathroom and kitchen.

ture of the surrounding buildings.
The flats are bright with expansive views.
The building is tallest towards Fortkaj. From

The large bright balconies are carefully posi-

this end it tapers down towards the south-

tioned to create the feeling that the water is

west in order to let the afternoon sun into

an extension of the apartment.

the courtyard. The relief decoration of the
brick walls divides the building and adds a

The importance of the edge-zone

variety in height. The facade of the house

The ground floor apartments all have a small

is in red brick with balconies, windows and

staircase on the street where it is possible

complementing building parts in a warm

to sit. The edge zone contributes life to both

Corten steel-coloured material.

the building itself and the surroundings.

SECTOR:

Housing

TYPE:

New construction

CLIENT:

RHB Development / Notabenus Group

YEAR:

2016

ARCHITECT:

Mangor & Nagel (shared consultancy)

ENGINEER:

Sweco

LANDSCAPE:

PLAN+LANDSKAB, M&N

CONTRACTOR:

CASA Entreprise

SIZE:

8,600 m² / 86 units

BUDGET:

108m kroner (Danish kroner - DKK)

Photo:
Kronløbshuset, Nordhavn
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HOUSING / TOWNHOUSES

ARTILLERIHAVEN
KØBENHAVN S
Close to water, city and nature
In a new part of town, coming out of the

monotony of the facade and adding varia-

ground at Islands Brygge, Mangor & Nagel

tion. Air and light are an important part of the

have designed Artillerihaven (The Artillery

concept. Generous windows let light into all

Garden), which has become a very popular

rooms and create a strong connection be-

row of townhouses.

tween the inside and the outside.

The ambience in Artillerihaven is similar to

Each townhouse has a private courtyard.

the traditional Copenhagen building society

From the kitchen-dining area you can go di-

houses, such as Kartoffelrækkerne. The archi-

rectly out onto the terrace, becoming an ex-

tecture is modest and timeless, conceived in

tension of the living room in the summer. On

the classical Scandinavian style.

the top floor is an expansive roof terrace.

The facades are made of light grey bricks
with elegant nuances, which will only become

Artillerihaven is situated close to the beauti-

more beautiful with time.

ful nature park Amager Fælled, the water, the
harbour bath at Islands Brygge and the cen-

The connection between inside and outside

tre of Copenhagen.

The houses span three storeys. On the first
floor are wide bay windows, breaking up the

SECTOR:

Housing

TYPE:

New Construction

CLIENT:

FB Gruppen

YEAR:

2015

ARCHITECT:

Mangor & Nagel (shared consultancy)

ENGINEER:

Midtconsult

LANDSCAPE:

PLAN+LANDSKAB, M&N

CONTRACTOR:

IngCon

SIZE:

10,000 m² / 58 units

BUDGET:

130m kroner (estimated)

Photo:
Artillerihaven, Islands Brygge, Copenhagen S
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HOUSING / TALL BUILDINGS

In 2015
Bryggeblomsten was
awarded the 1st prize in the

BRYGGEBLOMSTEN
KØBENHAVN S

category of “best residential
building” by the Municipality
of Copenhagen.

Prizewinning building with character

The tall narrow housing tower Bryggeblom-

The architectural concept

sten sits at the intersection between the city

The main focus has been the optical im-

and the beautiful nature park Amager Fælled.

pression, with vertical lines in the facades,

The building has added a new characteris-

enhancing the impression of height. The

tic silhouette to the skyline of Copenhagen.

characteristic plan, and serrated shape with

In 2015 Bryggeblomsten was awarded the

numerous corners, create a facetted expres-

1st prize in the category of “best residential

sion and strong verticality in the facades. In

building” by the Municipality of Copenhagen.

the sunlight, the play of light and shadows on
the facades create a stylish simple ornamen-

Exceptionally good apartments

tal expression. This feature is underlined by

Stepping into one of the flats in Bryggeblom-

the minimalist materials consisting of three

sten you will be surprised by the way the light

carefully chosen components: the facades in

falls into the room through the tall windows.

warm blue-hued bricks, and balconies, win-

The plan is well-conceived with 4 apartments

dows and other building parts in bronze-col-

on each floor, and the living room at an angle

ored anodized aluminum and glass.

in order to take in the view from several directions. Each apartment has two balconies,
ensuring optimal use of shelter and sun.

SECTOR:

Housing

TYPE:

New Construction

CLIENT:

FB Gruppen and PKA

YEAR:

2015

ARCHITECT:

Mangor & Nagel (shared consultancy)

ENGINEER:

Midtconsult

LANDSCAPE:

PLAN+LANDSKAB, M&N

CONTRACTOR:

IngCon

SIZE:

8,100 m² / 58 units

BUDGET:

110m kroner

Photo:
Bryggeblomsten, Islands Brygge, Copenhagen S
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SOCIAL HOUSING
Approximately 1 million
Danes live in social housing.
We are proud to be part
of creating beautiful
practical homes, where
ordinary Danes can
afford to live.

Ved Kanalen, Copenhagen S

SOCIAL HOUSING

MAGLEHØJ
FREDERIKSVÆRK
Masterplan, renovation and new construction

The project consists of a master plan aimed at

The inhabitants were only relocated for a short

changing a problematic housing estate by de-

while into one block and their furniture was put

molishing buildings and renovating existing

into storage.

buildings inside and outside; changing the layout
of a number of blocks to better accommodate

Social work, involvement and cooperation

the elderly and persons with functional varia-

Mangor & Nagel facilitated the social co-opera-

tion, and creating a common meeting place and

tion and networking process involving the many

renewing the recreational areas in order to ac-

stakeholders: Lejerbo, the consultants, Boligso-

commodate activities for all ages.

cialt Netværk i Halsnæs Kommune (the social
workers at the municipality), residents, neigh-

Environmental clean-up and relocation

bors, volunteers and specialists.

During the internal renovation, existing installations were replaced and new laundries estab-

Maglehøj has now become an attractive housing

lished. The building was screened and renovat-

estate working socially with the rest of the city

ed for PCB, asbestos, lead and mould.

and free of crime and delinquents. This has led
to a growing interest in moving to the estate, as
expressed through the longer waiting lists.

SECTOR:

Social Housing

TYPE:

Masterplan, renovation and new construction

CLIENT:

Lejerbo, Afd. 135-0 Maglehøj

YEAR:

2016

TYPE OF CONSULTANCY:

Total consultancy

ARCHITECT:

Mangor & Nagel

ENGINEER:

EKAS

LANDSCAPE:

PLAN+LANDSKAB, M&N

CONTRACTORS:

Hald & Halberg / HHM A/S / Henrik Nielsen /
Skælskør Anlægsgartnere

Photo:
Maglehøj, Frederiksværk

SIZE:

Renov. 30,000 m²/339 units, new 410 m²

BUDGET:

173m kroner
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CO-HOUSING
FOR SENIOR CITIZENS
Can a
building abolish
loneliness?

Midgård, Farum

CO-HOUSING FOR SENIORS

KAMELIA HUS
This new co-housing building for senior citizens on Grønttorvet (the
former vegetable market) in Valby is built with the aim of improving
the quality of life among senior citizens and counter loneliness.
Kamelia House challenges our perception of

us as architects to generate architectural solu-

how senior citizens live in the city. Here the

tions which counter loneliness among senior

function room is not just a place you can rent,

citizens, follow the trend of the generational

it is the centre of life.

shift and fullfills the needs of an increasing
number of people who wish to live an active

An attractive location

life in the city”

At Grønttorvet in Valby a new part of the city

Claus Smed Søndergaard, Mangor & Nagel

is being developed close to the many oppor-

Arkitekter.

tunities in the city centre. A new part of town
with a unique identity and diversity. This is the

Affordable apartments

location of Kamelia House.

The apartments are optimised city pads, made
affordable because the inhabitants have less

Photo:
Kamelia Hus, Valby
Visualizations:
The orangery connects the 4th and 5th floors
Kamelia Hus, Valby

“Kamelia House is an excellent example of fu-

personal space but more shared space. The

ture housing for senior citizens. It challenges

2- and 3-bed apartments have a studio-style

the ordinary conception of how senior citizens

layout with an open and flexible plan. All ar-

live in the city. The distribution of areas makes

eas are personal and intelligent with a high fo-

the community the focal point of the building

cus on innovation in the common areas and a

and gives the inhabitants an opportunity to be

wide variety of apartment sizes at a range of

alone, but never feel lonely. It is paramount for

prices.

SECTOR:

Co-housing for seniors

TYPE:

New construction

CLIENT:

PKA, FB Gruppen

YEAR:

2017-19

ARCHITECT:

Mangor & Nagel

ENGINEER:

MidtConsult A/S

LANDSCAPE:

Marianne Levevinsen

CONTRACTOR:

Ingcon A/S

SIZE:

4,181 m²

COMMERCIAL
Priority no. 1 is
solving the space
planning such that the
functionality and
flow suits all
stakeholders.

Topsil Semiconductor Materials A/S, Frederikssund

COMMERCIAL

DISA, TAASTRUP
A perfect union of functionality and aesthetics

Mangor and Nagel designed the new head-

The architecture is conceived as a harmonic

quarters for the international moulding com-

modular structure with facades in anthracite

pany DISA in the town of Høje-Taastrup. The

coloured concrete.

headquarters consists of a 2,903 m² administration building over three floors and

In the entrance area, the building presents

10,055 m² production facilities/warehou-

expansive open glass facades, allowing the

ses.

visitor to experience the dynamic nature of
the company from the outside.

The main design concept was to create a
moulding company with both production and

This simple but yet formal architectural ex-

administration in one building.

pression is perfectly in line with the company
values of DISA.

Photo:
Disa, Taastrup

SECTOR:

Commercial

TYPE:

New Construction

CLIENT:

DISA c/o Corpus Ejendomme

YEAR:

2012

TYPE OF CONTRACT:

Design & build

ARCHITECT:

Mangor & Nagel (shared consultancy)

ENGINEER:

Midtconsult A/S

LANDSCAPE:

PLAN+LANDSKAB, M&N

CONTRACTOR:

Myhlenberg Byg A/S

SIZE:

13,000 m²

CONSTRUCTION COST:

110m kroner
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CULTURE
Culture is something
we nurture and pass on
to coming generations.
This is why it is essential
that we cultivate
great and sustainable
buildings for culture.

Køge Multihal, Køge

CULTURE

THE STEVNS BATH
Originating in the rawness of the adjoining nature

Architecture

countercurrent, steam bath, infrared 55°C

For the Stevns bath we found inspiration in

sauna and a baby changing area with play-

the most famous landmark of the area: Stevns

pen. The ordinary swimming pool consists of

Klint. This impressive white cliff stretches

3 basins. The largest basin is of internation-

along Stevns for a length of 17 km. Like the

al standard with 6 lanes, and 3-metre and

cliff, our building grows directly out of the

1-metre diving boards. This will allow the

landscape, finishing in a long white wall, mak-

baths to hold international swimming com-

ing reference to the elongated shape of the

petitions. The swimming pool is well adap-

Stevns Klint. Through a single cut in the roof,

ted to persons with functional variation both

the building takes in the landscape and lets

outside in the parking areas and inside in the

in natural light, such that the visitors can en-

changing rooms and the pool.

joy the rolling hills and the changing of light
and colour throughout the year.

Environmental focus
The building is constructed in environmen-

The baths

tally friendly materials and has an internal

The bath is divided into two areas: a wellness

water cleaning system, such that the water

area with a 100 m² hot water basin heated

in the basins can be reused again and again.

to 30°C, with massage jets, fitness centre,

SECTOR:

Culture

TYPE:

New construction

CLIENT:

2012

YEAR:

Stevns Kommune

ARCHITECT:

Mangor & Nagel (shared consultancy)

ENGINEER:

Alectia

LANDSCAPE:

PLAN+LANDSKAB, M&N

CONTRACTOR:

MT Højgaard

SIZE:

2,000 m²

CONSTRUCTION COST:

49m kroner

Photo:
The Stevns Bath, Stevns
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EDUCATION
We feel humbled by
being allowed to
create the framework
for the education of
the next generations.

SOSU Skolen, Køge

EDUCATION

SUNDBYØSTER SCHOOL
Education and community rooted in the genius loci

The existing Sundbyøster School is a classical,

The new school building helps strengthen the

protected structure constructed in red bricks.

identity of the neighbourhood with a sports

The school was renovated and rebuilt and a

and teaching - campus on Sundbyøster Plads

new building constructed next to the existing

(Sundbyøster Square). The border between in-

building with classrooms, a gymnasium and a

side and outside is almost non-existent, such

new school yard.

that the children feel safe everywhere in the
school.

The school as a microcosm
The main design concept is that the school is a

Sustainability in the school yard

microcosm where the interior mirrors the sur-

A mixture of new and recycled pavement,

rounding city structure: the square, the street

plants and local rainwater treatment are vi-

and the residential areas. The connecting and

sible sustainable elements. A rainwater reten-

common areas are laid out as squares and

tion pool has been built as part of the outdoor

streets, public spaces, with large glass areas

learning area.

connecting inside and outside.
The class- and group rooms are the residential area - the private sphere.

Photo:
Sundbyøster Skole, København S

SECTOR:

Education

TYPE:

New construction, renovation and transformation

CLIENT:

Københavns Kommune, KEjd

YEAR:

2017

TYPE OF CONSULTANCY:

Total consultancy

ARCHITECT:

Mangor & Nagel

ENGINEER:

Oluf Jørgensen

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT:

PLAN+LANDSKAB, M&N

CONTRACTOR:

Enemærke & Petersen

SIZE:

New 4,500 m², existing 3,900 m²

COST:

116m kroner
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EDUCATION

THE GREEN WEDGE, HVALSØ
A safe and comfortable environment for children

The house for children in Hvalsø is situated

A balance between safety and exploring

like a Tangram puzzle inscribed in a square

the world

and is perceived as one unified volume cre-

The main construction material is wood, sig-

ated by many smaller parts, which leads to a

nalling warmth and friendliness. All facades

variety of experiences both outside and in-

are clad in wood with ornamental reliefs on

side.

the external floors in order to create a direct
relation to the landscape.

The generating design idea was to create a
safe environment, a well-defined framework

The reliefs on the facades induce explora-

where children can develop at their own pace

tion and interest in the children, encourag-

and on their own conditions. The scale of the

ing them out from the safe framework of the

large landscape was intentionally reduced

inside.

by breaking up the space into small well-defined rooms, thereby creating small safe inti-

Variety in the landscape

mate spaces. The building is constructed to

The playparks consist of a mixture of wood-

the to the energy standard ”Lavenergiklasse

en terraces, sand, grass meadows with both

2020” and has solar panels on the roof. Met-

mowed and un-mowed grass areas. The sur-

al grooves in the roof lead the rainwater to

plus soil has been used to create small pla-

low-lying rainwater retention areas.

teaus and hills creating spatial variety.

SEGMENT:

Education

TYPE:

New construction

CLIENT:

Lejre Kommune (Lejre Municipality)

YEAR:

2014

ARCHITECT:

Mangor & Nagel (shared consultancy)

ENGINEER:

Oluf Jørgensen

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT:

PLAN+LANDSKAB, M&N

CONTRACTOR:

Elindco

SIZE:

1,200 m²

COST:

20m kroner

Photo:
The Green Wedge, Hvalsø
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HEALTH
Building for health is
essentially about
creating an efficient and
natural flow, combined
with a focus on expressing
humanity in the
architecture and spatial
planning.

Birkehøj nursing home, Høje Taastrup

HEALTH

EGEPARKEN
A modern nursing home in the municipality of Egedal.

The new nursing home “Egeparken” (The Oak

The centre is constructed to the energy stan-

Park) is part of a new town centre inside a

dard ”Lavenergiklasse 2020” with solar pan-

growth area in Egedal Municipality. The area

els on the roof.

is situated next to the new town hall, health
centre and Egedal Station.

The units
The nursing home has 75 modern units with

Connected with the environment

kitchens and bathrooms. The sitting room

The centre is a courtyard building placed on

and other service areas are shared between

top of a parking floor. The exterior of the build-

the units. From the centre there is a direct ac-

ing presents dark slate facades with patches

cess to the courtyard and the health centre.

of greenery, contrasted by the light-coloured,
rendered walls on the inside. The dark exteri-

Sensory and therapy garden

or facades are a continuation of the architec-

In the middle of the courtyard at the 1st floor

tural style of the existing town hall, signalling

level is situated a sensory and therapy gar-

robustness, safety and stability.

den. The garden is designed with a view to
creating readability, safety and stimulation of

Inside, the centre opens up with a light fa-

all senses: sound, light, fragrances, form, co-

cade in bright colours and floating balconies,

lour and texture with an ambience of quiet

opening into the safety of the green central

and reflection.

courtyard.

Photo:
Nursing home Egeparken, Egedal

SECTOR:

Health

TYPE:

New construction

CLIENT:

2016

YEAR:

Egedal Kommune / DAB

TYPE OF CONSULTANCY:

Total consultancy

ARCHITECT:

Mangor & Nagel

ENGINEER:

Henrik Larsen A/S / PL Consult ApS

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT:

PLAN+LANDSKAB, M&N

CONTRACTOR:

3 different builders

SIZE:

5,400 m² / 72 units

COST:

75m kroner
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RENOVATION
In order to conserve our
buildings it is essential
that we continuously take
care of them - and renovate them with
respect for the existing architecture.

Brunevang, Rødovre

RENOVATION

ROSENVÆNGET
Refurbishment of a social housing complex in
Frederikssund.
The social housing complex Rosenvænget

New apartments with respect for the

was designed by Mangor & Nagel and built

existing architecture

in 1952-62 in traditional brickwork with red-

11 new apartments with solar panels were

brick facades and red roof tiles.

built at the roof top level. Six new single-storey apartments for senior citizens were built
fu-

to the energy standard ”Lavenergiklasse

ture-proofed by merging a number of small-

2015”. They were built by changing the orig-

er apartments into larger apartments.

inal geometry of the roof top. The new roof-

The

complex

was

renovated

and

top apartments on the existing building make
It was important for us to keep the original

clear references to the architectural and ma-

architectural expression and qualities such

terial language of the existing buildings. This

as the red brick facades.

is also the case for the new single-storey red
brick buildings for senior citizens.

SECTOR:

Social Housing

TYPE:

New construction/renovation

CLIENT:

Domea

YEAR:

2014

TYPE OF CONSULTANCY:

Total consultancy

ARCHITECT:

Mangor & Nagel

ENGINEER:

Eibye & Holmsgaard A/S

LANDSCAPE:

Landskabsarkitekterne Roskilde

CONTRACTORS:

Anker Hansen & Co A/S (New Construction/renovation)
Enemærke & Petersen A/S (renovation)

Photo:
Rosenvænget, Frederikssund

SIZE:

10,500 m²

COST:

200m kroner
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CONVERSION
It is fantastic to be
allowed to rethink the
potential of a building
and help confer a new
purpose to the existing
framework.

Transformation from office into student
housing

CONVERSION

Nominated for
RENOVER prisen 2019

STORE KONGENSGADE
COPENHAGEN K
Three houses - one unique opportunity

Store Kongensgade 53-55 consists of three

rey house with one apartment one each floor.

buildings: the front building from 1794, the

The design of the house is based on an ana-

rear building from 1930 and a new courtyard

lysis of the light and shadow in the courtyard.

house. We designed the new house through

This led to a wedge-shaped geometry, maxi-

an analysis of the area and with a view to the

mizing light in the courtyard.

dense inner city of Copenhagen.
The rear house - 1930s
Front house - 1794

This building was designed by the architect

The front building facing Store Kongensgade

and Royal building inspector Axel Maar in

is a listed building with an imposing facade

1930 for a printing company. The house is a

from 1794. It was converted from office to

typical industrial in-situ cast concrete build-

residential use. The house is a stately building

ing with large cast iron windows between the

with many fine architectural features. In the

concrete pillars and decks.

renovation project we strived to retain and reuse as many rooms, doors and stucco ceilings

The rear building was converted from office to

as possible.

residential use and a new 5th floor was added
in a light steel construction with glass facades.

Courtyard house - 2017

The apartments are intertwined over two

In the courtyard between the front and the

floors, such that all apartments are dual as-

rear buildings we have designed a new 6-sto-

pect. A total of 18 duplex apartments were
created.

Photo:
St. Kongensgade 53 - 55,
Copenhagen K

SECTOR:

Housing

TYPE:

Conversion

CLIENT:

Domusnova

YEAR:

2017

ARCHITECT:

Mangor & Nagel (shared consultancy)

ENGINEER:

JPM Rådgivende ingeniører

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT:

PLAN+LANDSKAB, M&N

CONTRACTOR:

KMJ

SIZE:

5,810 m² / 50 apartments

COST:

250m kroner
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HOTELS
In a hotel design it is
important to create an
inviting atmosphere for
the clients, while creating
a good work place
environment for the staff,
with an efficient flow
throughout.

Hotel Kong Arthur, Copenhagen K

HOTELS

STAY SEAPORT, NORDHAVN
“To wake up by the sea”

Fortkaj 1.23 is an apartment hotel with 53

yard structure in order to create spaces rela-

apartments. The building is a dynamic con-

ting to the human size and attractive mod-

tribution to the charming new neighbour-

ern apartments. The perception of a human

hood in the North Harbour of Copenhagen.

scale is created by implementing a high level of detailing. The details catch the eye and

The North Harbour used to be an active in-

brings a varied expression, such as at the bay

dustrial area but is at present in the process

windows and the inner balconies, which gen-

of being converted into a residential area.

erates a playful facade.

The industrial history and the classical Copenhagen courtyard buildings are still a very

Modern apartments in Nordic style

important architectural element in the area.

All apartments are dual aspect with generous
windows from floor to ceiling, optimizing the

Architectural ambitions

interior climate and leading daylight from the

The ambition is to rethink the historical style

facade far into the room. The windows have

in a new and modern context.

a view of the street and harbour environment. All apartments have access to private

The intention was to break down the large

outdoor spaces - terraces, balconies and roof

industrial scale and to reintroduce the court-

gardens.

SECTOR:

Hotel

TYPE:

New construction

CLIENT:

P/S Ejendomsselskabet Fortkaj

YEAR:

2017

ARCHITECT:

Mangor & Nagel (shared consultancy)

ENGINEER:

Oluf Jørgensen

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT:

PLAN+LANDSKAB, M&N

CONTRACTOR:

Byggeselskabet Paulsen

SIZE:

6,625 m² / 53 apartments

COST:

120m kroner

Photo:
Stay Hotel, Nordhavn
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PLAN+LANDSKAB
To create eventful
architecture and
materials you have
to start from a sense
of quality and
human scale.

PHOTO:
Landscape in the city,
The city for children Vandværket, København

PLAN+LANDSKAB

PLAN+LANDSKAB
”Touching the soil”
03

We feel we know it - this substance which we

But the value added by the landscape archi-

bring home under our shoes after a run in

tect does not stop here. Close involvement

the park or the nature...

of the landscape architect opens so many

Perhaps we are soil collectors who organise

other opportunities.

our soil in pots and planters, where we sow
seeds and watch small plants sprout through

The green pulse of the city

the surface as a natural part of life...

After the initial design decisions regarding the shaping of the land, we continue to

Soil is not one substance, it consists of a

work with the green structures, developing

number of different elements: lava residues,

detailed plans for the tree structures. These

mountain rocks, wind and water sediment

plans emphasise the nature of the site and

deposits etc.

the local identity. They lend an extra spatial
dimension to the feeling of the turning of the

01

We appreciate soil as the material plants

04

year.

and microorganisms live in, as the prime
substance for gardening, farming, forests or

If you are fortunate and find a site with exist-

horticulture. Soil is very valuable because it

ing trees, these can be nurtured, leading to

can be cultivated but it can also be a bur-

a significant improvement for a small price.

den such as surplus soil from building sites,

Trees contribute efficiently to enhancing the

which is difficult and expensive to dispose of,

local climate through the transformation of

especially if it is contaminated.

CO2. Trees provide shelter, improves air humidity and temperature and provides shad-

Early landscape design

ow in the summer.

Involving the landscape architect already in
the design phase creates extra value for the

The environmental impact of trees is high.

project through the landscape architect’s un-

Some municipalities (e.g. Frederiksberg Mu-

derstanding of the coding and shaping of the

nicipality) have decided to list all trees in the

landscape.

municipality for protection.

PHOTO:
01 An afternoon in the sun, Egeparken nursing home, Egedal
02 Krønløbshuset, The North Harbour, Copenhagen
03 Wisteria on the Sillebroen car park, Frederikssund
04 Plan, Kindergarden Vandværket, Copenhagen
05 Stairs in the landscape
06 Stone path of multicoloured granite in Kerteminde
02

05

06
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URBAN PLANNING
Through our eye for
uniting new with old
we approach all
projects with dedicated
and sincere curiosity.

Frederiksbro , Hillerød

URBAN PLANNING

FREDERIKSBRO
CITY, HILLERØD
How can we create a new town?

Frederiksbro, an ambitious and attractive

Variation and green areas

town development project, designed for M.

The master plan for Frederiksbro is con-

Goldschmidt Holding A/S, is currently under

ceived around a beautiful green area, which

construction. The area will consist of up to

will become the core meeting point in the

1,300 attractive apartments placed around a

district. The buildings surrounding the green

green oasis.

oasis are of varied height but they all open
up towards the unique recreative oasis. A

The core design idea was to create a place

walking and cycle path connects to the town

for everyone and apartments embracing all

centre and the green area Bøllemosen.

ages: students, families with many children
and senior citizens. It is our experience that

Safe but inspiring city spaces

variation in the apartment sizes leads to a di-

All courtyards are safe and create a comfort-

verse and lively town district.

ing environment for the children, for relaxation and for city gardening. The area com-

The wide variety in apartment types leads to

bines dynamic active spaces with spaces for

a wide variety of residents.

contemplation and relaxation. Small cafes
and shops along the main concourse contribute to creating this new inviting oasis in
Hillerød.

SECTOR:

Urban planning/residential/commercial

TYPE:

New construction

CLIENT:

M. Goldschmidt Holding A/S

YEAR:

2015-

ARCHITECT:

Mangor & Nagel (shared consultancy)

ENGINEER:

ÅF Buildings Denmark

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT:

PLAN+LANDSKAB, M&N

CONTRACTOR:

Pihlkonsortiet Frederiksbro I/S

SIZE:

121,000 m² / 13,000 units

Visualisations:
Frederiksbro, Hillerød
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CLIENT
CONSULTANCY
We listen to our clients
and take care of the
clients’ interests from
the first sketch to the
finished building.

OUR CLIENTS
& PROJECTS

DEPARTMENTS
Mangor & Nagel A/S has local departments
in Frederikssund, Roskilde, Copenhagen and

40 %

Aarhus plus a dedicated landscape department: PLAN+LANDSKAB.
The departments function as separate or-

BUILDING RENOVATIONS

ganisational entities, but share a common

60 %
NEW CONSTRUCTION

project database. Know-how and personnel
are shared between the offices on a case-bycase basis, which leads to a high level of operational flexibility.

M&N
Aarhus

M&N
Frederikssund
M&N
Roskilde

M&N
Copenhagen

CONTACT
Telephone +45 4731 3210

www.mangornagel.dk

FREDERIKSSUND

AARHUS

A. C. Hansensvej 7,

Balticagade 11,

3600 Frederikssund

8000 Aarhus C

COPENHAGEN

PLAN+LANDSKAB

Struenseegade 9, 3. sal th.,

A. C. Hansensvej 7,

2200 København N

3600 Frederikssund

50 %
PRIVATE CLIENTS

50 %
PUBLIC AND
SEMI-PUBLIC CLIENTS

ROSKILDE
Knudsvej 44,
4000 Roskilde
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CONSULTANCY
FROM A-Z

1- AND 5 - YEARS INSPECTIONS

SITE VISITS AND SITE MANAGEMENT

TENDER

DESIGN PROPOSAL

INITIAL PROJECT PROPOSAL

PRE-PLANNING

We can - in all modesty - do everything. And we love to
be part of the project from the first sketch to the very
end. But we also are just as happy to join on the way.
The cornerstone of our company culture is co-operation
- with each other inside the company and externally with
clients, collaborators and users/residents. We believe
that we are better together and that 2 + 2 is 5 when we
develop our projects together.

Client consultancy

Volumetric studies

Health and safety

User involvement

Quality assurance

Sustainability

Schema A, B, C

Construction budget

Accessibility

Planning process

ICT-management

Operation and maintenance

Local area plans

Fire safety

Interior design

Artillerigården and Artillerihaven, Islands Brygge
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Inspired
CO-CREATION

